
 

 

 

It was hard to escape the news coverage of the frenzy over GameStop stock over the last few weeks.  

Stories of overnight millionaires battling the hedge fund billionaires over a small video game retailer’s stock is 

something known as a “short squeeze.” Adding to the peculiar nature of the situation was the crowd of investors 

following the direction of a Reddit social media chat group call Wallstreetbets.  

We don’t have the time, and you probably don’t really want to know all of the details of what a “short squeeze” is, 

but we can give you the high points. Basically all you need to know is that so many shares were borrowed to short 

(bet that the stock will fall) GameStop shares that it left very few sellers in the market. Add to it that a fairly large 

percentage of shares owned by GameStop insiders that can’t sell as easily, and you’re left with a stock that was 

forced higher when the short betters had to buy shares to get out of their trades. 

This sent the stock price up more than 1,800% in about 

a week. A major hedge fund that was on the wrong side 

of the trade lost more than 50% in the fund over that 

time. Eventually market custodians, including 

RobinHood, a favorite of new traders, had to stop 

transactions in GameStop. This led to a rapid decline in 

the stock’s price from a high of more than $400 down 

below $60, a drop of more than 80%. 

It seems like the game is over for the GameStop frenzy, but is this and other market anomalies something we should 

be concerned about? The short answer is no. While these kinds of events are certainly not healthy, they are still 

isolated compared to the overall market. The day GameStop’s stock rose more than 100% in a day, the S&P finished 

slightly down. GameStop is a very small company compared to the rest of the market. 

Euphoria in the market can be a sign of an impending market bubble. Many are drawing connections to these 

instances of speculation to the “dot-com” bubble in 1999/2000. While it’s true that stock valuations are higher than 

average, there are still a lot of differences between 20 years ago and today. As corporate earnings are being released, 

many of them are showing numbers higher than a year ago, before the pandemic’s effects began. That is a 

remarkable thing. The long-term outlook for stocks still seems to be intact. Historically low interest rates and low 

bond yields are also pointing investors toward stocks offering support. 
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Dear Friends of Keeler & Nadler, 

Welcome to our winter issue of Keeler & Nadler: A Closer Look. We have 

a new team member to introduce! We’ll also discuss recent stock market 

speculation. 

Best Regards,   

Andrew P. Keeler, CFP® 

Richard D. Nadler CFP®, CPA, MBA 
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Notes 

Kerri Nicholson Joins the K&N Team! 

Holiday Schedule 

Presidents Day – February 15th (office and market closed) 

Good Friday – April 2nd (office closed) 

Memorial Day – May 31st (office and market closed) 
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Stay Connected 

 
Join Keeler & Nadler on Facebook! In addition to 

investment news, we will keep you updated on the 

activities within our office, our community 

involvement and the accomplishments of our staff. 

  facebook.com/KeelerNadler 

 

Game Over for GameStop? (Continued) 

We are excited to welcome Kerri Nicholson to the Keeler & Nadler team! 

Kerri will be serving as our Director of Business Development.  

She brings over 20 years of experience in sales and relationship 

management in the financial services industry where she has worked with 

high-net-worth individuals, 401(k) plans and corporate cash management.  

Over her career she has also gained experience and perspective in other 

industries including human resources, hospitality, advertising and 

marketing.   

In her role, Kerri is responsible for the development, implementation and 

execution of long-term marketing and business development strategies to 

spur firm visibility, recognition and growth.  Kerri holds a bachelor’s degree 

in business management, as well as the Chartered Retirement Planning 

Counselor and Accredited Wealth Management Advisor designations.   

That said, we always want to be prepared for market pull-backs. In any given year, the S&P 500 sees a 

decline of about 14% (Source: JPMorgan Guide to the Markets). So, we should be prepared to see a 

correction or two this year. But those should be more of a buying opportunity for long-term investors.  

It can be exciting to see huge return stories like GameStop; unfortunately many invested at the top and—at 

least for now—are seeing losses rather than taking gains.  

We need to remember to take our emotions out of our portfolios and remain diligent and focused on the 

long term. 

In her free time, you might run into Kerri at a local yoga studio.  She also enjoys traveling to her home 

state of Maine to spend time with her family. Other passions for Kerri include cooking, music and almost 

anything outdoors. 


